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SPEECH NOTES OP THE PREMIER, MR. DUNSTAN, OPENING APRIQUE 
BOUTIQJJE. ADELAIDE 2 8 . 9 . 7 2 . 
ONLY COMPARATIVELY RECENTLY HAS TOE BRILLIANCE OP THE 
AFRICAN CULTURAL ACHIEVEMENT BEEN APPRECIATED IN THE WEST. 
DESPITE THE ENORMOUS INFLUENCE THAT THE RE-BISCOVERY OP 
AFRICAN ART HAS HAD ON THE WORK OF EUROPEAN ARTISTS, PERSISTENT 
MYTHS CONTINUE TO OBSCURE THE FULL RANGE OF THAT ACHIEVEMENT. 
THE MOST PERNICIOUS I S THAT AFRICAN ART I S SOMEHOW PRIMITIVE 
AND ANYWAY- OF RECENT ORIGIN. ONE REASON FOR THIS I S THE 
NINETEENTH CENTURY IMPERIALIST ETHIC, THE BELITTLING OF 
ANYTHING NON-WHITE; SECONDLY THAT AFRICAN ARTISTS OFTEN WORK 
IN IMPERMANENT MATERIALS SUCH AS WOOD IN A CLIMATE WHICH 
HASTENS DECAY* 
6£ 
AS THIS MYTH I S DISSIPATED ANOTHER HAS TAKEN ITS PLACE: 
THE BELIEF CURRENTLY FASHIONABLE IN PRETORIA AND SALISBURY 
THAT THE PINOCLES OF AFRICAN ART AND CIVILISATION HAVE BEEN 
NOB-BLACK — THAT BLACKS COULD NOT HAVE PRODUCED THE 
SPLENDOURS OF THE BENIN BRONZES OR THE MAGNIFICENCE OF A 
ZIMBABWE. 
BUT AFRICAN ART I S GRADUALLY TAKING IBS PROPER PLACE 
ON THE WORLD SCENE — AND IN AFRICA ITSELF SPURRED OH BY 
THE EMERGENCE OF THE HEW INDEPENDENT STATES WITH THEIR 
NATIONAL CONCIOUSNES3 AND PRIDE OF HERITAGE. 
MANY OF THE COUNTRIES OF BLACK AFRICA -INCLUDED THOSE 
REPRESENTED HERE 4 HAVE SET UP MINISTRIES OF NATIONAL 
CULTURE TO ENSURE THAT THE TRADITION IS A LIVING AND ENDURING 
ONE. 
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AFRICAN ART AT ITS PUREST PRESENTS WESTERN EYES WITH 
HEW INTELLECTUAL HORIZONS AND HAS AN INTENSITY AND 
COMMITTMENT TO TRADITIONAL VALUES THAT I S QUITE DISTINCTIVE. 
I T IS EMPHATICALLY NOT "TOURISTY" OR A FASHIONABLE 
GIMMICK FOR WHITE LOUNGES, IT IS THE EMBODIMENT OF HX 
THE CULTURE AND ASPIRATION OF DIVERSE AND TALENTED PEOPLES. 
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